[Prevalence and distribution of cardiovascular risk factors in the population of a metropolitan area]].
A representative populational sample aged over 15 years from a metropolitan area was studied in order to evaluate the prevalence and association of cardiovascular risk factors in a mediterranean urban area. Both young and adult (> or = 35 years) individuals were evaluated separately. Results confirmed the trends of such risk factors to come in association, particularly in the adult population, which usually is unaware of having of some of them. Individuals were unaware that they had increased serum cholesterol, increased blood pressure, abnormal fast serum glucose, and diabetes in 13.2%, 13.2%, 6.5% and 1.7%, respectively. Likewise, a relevant proportion was observed of young smokers (44.7%) and/or increased serum cholesterol (11.3%). These findings can be useful to design preventive community health measures.